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I also collected an easy recipe for Kudzu--I knew this invasive plant was edible, but I was at a loss on how to prepare it. flag 1 like · Like · see review. Oct 03, 2013 Amelia rated it liked it. Interesting...I did pick kudzu to try! I baked it with soy sauce and olive oil instead of panfrying it. A great book because the plants are easy to identify. Less chance of eating something that will disagree with you! Excellent quick guide to foraging and edible plants. Selection of easy to find and easy to identify plants across North America adds to the usability factor of this book. Photos and recipes as well as amusing anecdotes make this guide to wild food a must have for beginning foragers! flag Like · see review. Feb 20, 2017 Christine Lichatz rated it liked it. This is a very good book. Wild edible plants are everywhere you turn. Not only is it free food, but eating wild plants is a huge stride toward... As they get older the full plants can be steamed, just as you would prepare mustard greens at home. 5. Look for berries on ornamental shrubs, such as this silverberry. Use an edible wild plants guide for your region -- or get a local plant expert to go out and help identify them for you. Thanks! Yes No.